We present Plato, a probabilistic model for entity resolution that includes a novel approach for handling noisy or uninformative features, and supplements labeled training data derived from Wikipedia with a very large unlabeled text corpus. Training and inference in the proposed model can easily be distributed across many servers, allowing it to scale to over 10 7 entities. We evaluate Plato on three standard datasets for entity resolution. Our approach achieves the best results to-date on TAC KBP 2011 and is highly competitive on both the CoNLL 2003 and TAC KBP 2012 datasets.
Introduction
Given a document collection and a knowledge base (KB) of entities, entity resolution, also known as entity disambiguation or entity linking, is the process of mapping each entity mention in a document to the corresponding entity record in the KB (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006; Cucerzan, 2007; Dredze et al., 2010; Hachey et al., 2013) .
Entity resolution is challenging because referring expressions are often ambiguous on their own and can only be disambiguated by their surrounding context. Consider the name Newcastle; it can refer to the city of Newcastle upon Tyne in UK, to the football (soccer for US readers) club Newcastle United F.C., to a popular beverage (Newcastle Brown Ale), or to several other entities. The ambiguity can only be resolved with appropriate context. Another complicating factor is that no KB is complete, and so a name in a document may refer to an entity that is missing from the KB. This problem is commonly called NIL detection.
In this paper we present a probabilistic model for entity resolution. Our system, hereafter referred to as Plato, is designed to be resilient to irrelevant features and can be seen as a selective extension of the naïve Bayes model. Specifically, we assume that most of the context features of a mention are irrelevant to its disambiguation. This contrasts with the naïve Bayes assumption that all features are generated from a class-conditional distribution and are thus all relevant to the class assignment. Our empirical results support this modeling choice. We train Plato in a semi-supervised manner, starting with labeled data derived from Wikipedia, and continuing with a very large unlabeled corpus of Web documents. The use of unlabeled data enables us to obtain a better estimate of feature distributions and discover new features that are not present in the (labeled) training data. Plato scales up easily to very large KBs with millions of entities and includes NIL detection as a natural by-product of inference. We named our system after the Greek philosopher because the system's inference of real underlying entities from imperfect evidence reminds us of Plato's Theory of Forms.
Previous entity resolution studies (Milne and Witten, 2008; Cucerzan, 2007; Ratinov et al., 2011; Hoffart et al., 2011; Hachey et al., 2013) have typically relied on three main components: a mention model, a context model, and a coherency model. The mention model, perhaps the most important component (Hachey et al., 2013) , estimates the prior belief that a particular phrase refers to a particular entity 503 in the KB. In addition to providing a prior, the mention model also helps efficient inference by giving zero probability to entities that are never referred to by a particular name. The context model helps disambiguate the entity using the textual context of the mention. This includes both features extracted from the immediate context (such as the enclosing sentence) and from the overall discourse (such as the most salient noun phrases in the document). Finally, the coherency model encourages all referring expressions in a document to resolve to entities that are related to each other in the KB. For example, a mention of Sunderland A.F.C. (a rival football club to Newcastle United F.C.) may reduce the uncertainty about the mention Newcastle. Since a coherency model introduces dependencies between the resolutions of all the mentions in a document, it is seen as a global model, while mention and context models are usually referred to as local (Ratinov et al., 2011) . Coherency models typically have an increased inference cost, as they require access to the relevant entity relationships in the KB.
Plato does not include a full coherency component. Instead, mentions in a given document are sorted into coreference clusters by a simple within-document coreference algorithm similar to that of Haghighi and Klein (2009) . Each coreference cluster is then resolved to the KB independently of the resolution of the other clusters in the document. The context features for each mention cluster in our model include the names of other referring phrases in the document. Since many referring phrases are unambiguous, our hypothesis is that such context can capture much of the discourse coherence usually represented by a coherency model. Plato detects and links both nominal and named mentions, but following previous work, we evaluate it only on the resolution of gold named entity mentions to either KB or NIL.
We train Plato with expectation-maximization (EM), which is easily parallelizable and thus can scale up to very large KBs and unlabeled training corpora. Indeed, our efficient distributed implementation allows the system to scale up to KBs with over 10 7 entities. Plato achieves highly competitive results on several benchmarks: CoNLL 2003, TAC 2012 KBP, and TAC 2011 KBP. Most importantly, this performance is "out-of-the-box": we did not use any of the corresponding training sets, labeled or not, to train the model or tune hyperparameters.
Definitions and Notation
We are given a document collection where all the candidate entity mentions have been identified. Each mention is characterized by its phrase, and by the document context. The context is abstracted as a (multi)set of features that includes phrases related to the mention by linear order, syntax, or withindocument coreference and phrases extracted from the whole enclosing document. Context features for a mention depend only on the document text, and not on the results of the entity resolution for other mentions. Therefore, we can treat each mention (more strictly speaking, each coreference cluster) independently. Finally, we are given the set E of KB entities.
When discussing probabilistic models, we use uppercase for random variables, lowercase for the values they take, and boldface for vectors. We use w m to represent the phrase of mention m. The context of mention m is represented either as a binary feature presence vector b m ∈ {0, 1} |F | , or as a feature count vector c m ∈ N |F | . The random variable E m ∈ E ranges over the possible candidate entities for mention m. We provide more details on how the candidates are obtained in Section 8.
Naïve Bayes Model
We start with a naïve Bayes model that will serve as a source of intuition and an evaluation baseline. In this model, the phrase and context of a mention are conditionally independent given the entity:
If we assume that the set of feature counts is drawn from the multinomial distribution then
where θ e,k is the probability of drawing feature k given that the entity is e. The posterior probability of an entity given the context feature counts c and the mention phrase w is
At first sight, the naïve Bayes model seems well suited for the entity resolution problem. It is very simple to implement. Given labeled data, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the parameters θ e can be obtained from data counts. Unlabeled training data can be incorporated using the EM algorithm, which lends itself to easy parallelization. We implemented a naïve Bayes model and used it for resolving entities in the CoNLL corpus (Hoffart et al., 2011) and the TAC KBP corpora (Ji et al., 2011; Mayfield et al., 2012) , as discussed in more detail in Section 9. We found that the performance of the model was only slightly better than using only the mention phrase. We hypothesize that for the more difficult cases in the test set, many context features of a mention are not informative in identifying the entity, contrary to the model assumption that all context features are drawn from an entityconditional distribution. Consider the following example:
While Solon may have slipped slightly this year in Cleveland magazine's ranking of best suburbs, it climbed higher on a more prestigious list. On Monday, the city placed 23rd on Money magazine's annual list of best places to live in the United States.
There are five US locations named Solon in Wikipedia (in addition to the pre-Socratic Athenian statesman). In the above, Solon refers to a suburb of Cleveland, Ohio. The only context feature that helps us discriminate between the different possible disambiguations is Cleveland; the remaining features (such as Money magazine, United States) could easily appear in the context of the other candidates. Thus, combining the evidence from all features may blur the distinction between these entities. Our selective context model aims to address this issue.
Selective context model
Our selective context model assumes that most features that appear in the context of a mention are not discriminative for entity disambiguation. In particular, we make a simplifying modeling assumption that exactly one context feature is relevant for disambiguation, and the remaining features are drawn from a background distribution. Let K be the random variable corresponding to the index of the relevant feature for a mention of entity e. The model can be written as
Here β j parameterizes the background probability of observing a feature that is not relevant. We impose the constraint that the relevant k th feature must be on, and hence p(b k |K = k) = b k . We treat mentions (or mention clusters) as independent and identically distributed; the complete model is shown in Figure  1 .
Given a test mention (w , b ), we can compute the entity posterior by marginalizing out the latent variable k:
Thus the entity posterior is a product of the name score (p(e|w )) and context score
. This is intuitively appealing: if we assume that β k ≈ p(k) then p(k|e)/β k is similar to the pointwise mutual information between feature k and entity e. 1 Thus the context score is the sum of the scores for all features present in the context.
Finally, it is important to note that our modeling goal here is not parameter sparsity, but rather capturing the sparsity of useful disambiguating features that occur in the context of each entity mention. In fact, the model parameters are not sparse in practice.
Learning and Inference
We parameterize the model as follows:
• vectors τ w parameterize the conditional probability of an entity given the phrase w, with τ w,e = p(E = e|W = w)
• vectors ρ e parameterize the probability of relevant features for entity e, with ρ e,k = p(K = k|E = e)
• scalars β j = p(B j = 1|K = j) parameterize the background feature distribution.
We estimate the maximum likelihood parameters from both labeled and unlabeled data. The latent variables in our model are the relevant feature indices k m for all mentions m, as well as the entities e m for the unlabeled mentions. We approximate the posterior distribution over latent variables as a product of marginals, and use the following auxiliary distributions:
• q m (e) is the probability that mention m resolves to entity e, set to the ground truth for the labeled mentions.
• s m (k) is the auxiliary distribution over the relevant feature index for mention m.
We describe two approaches to estimating the parameters: (1) standard EM algorithm, where we infer all latent variables, and (2) a memory-efficient alternative. While both these approaches can be implemented using a distributed processing framework such as map-reduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) , the latter where we only infer the missing entity labels scales better than the standard EM approach. Simulations on synthetic data suggest that the two algorithms have similar performance (see Section 5.3) .
Standard EM algorithm
The EM algorithm for the model performs coordinate ascent in the following lower bound on the likelihood of observed data:
where [·] is the Iverson bracket, and H(·) is the entropy function. It can be shown that the iterative updates are given by:
One practical drawback to using the full EM algorithm is that maintaining the auxiliary distributions q m (e) and s m (k) requires a very large amount of memory, since they scale with the data. In this section we propose a simpler memory-efficient alternative, where we only update q m (e). We perform the E-step according to the entity posterior equation (2). In the M-step, rather than updating parameters {β j }, we use empirical marginals. To update parameters {ρ e }, we approximate s m (k) by a fixed uniform distribution over features that fired, s m (j) = b m,j / k b m,k . The update for τ remains the same as before. The memory-efficient EM algorithm is: 506 E-step:
where M is the number of mentions. Note that these updates can be efficiently implemented in a mapreduce framework, where the map (E-step) computes the distribution q m (e), and the reduce (M-step) updates the parameters. This is the learning algorithm we use for all our experiments.
Simulation
We compared the performance of the two selective context EM algorithms (standard EM and its memory efficient variant) and the EM algorithm for naïve Bayes on synthetic data generated from our model. We left out the mention prior and only evaluated the context part. We assumed that there are |E| = 10 equiprobable entities, M = 2, 000 mentions, and |F| = 200 possible features. Each entity was assigned a set of 5-10 randomly selected relevant features (these feature sets were allowed to overlap). For each mention, we drew one relevant feature according to ρ e , and a number of other features according to {β j }. We sampled parameters {ρ e } from a symmetric Dirichlet distribution, and parameters {β j } from a uniform distribution in [0, σ], where σ roughly controlled the number of noisy features introduced. We generated synthetic datasets with σ ∈ {0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33}. We then removed labels from half of the mentions and ran the three inference algorithms. To compare the results, we computed micro-averaged precision and recall over the unlabeled mentions, since these are the metrics we are ultimately interested in. The results are shown in Fig. 2 , where each curve corresponds to a dataset. It is evident that the performance naïve Bayes is hindered by spurious features, even though each mention gets at least one discriminative feature. The two selective context EM algorithms are more robust to noise; this is as expected, since they are based on the true datagenerating model. Note that the performance of the memory-efficient version is similar to that of the standard EM algorithm.
Parallel Implementation
Semi-supervised learning has the important benefit of including many informative context features that are not present in the contexts of labeled training mentions. However, this comes at the cost of a very large model that in some cases may not fit in a single computer's memory. Fortunately, our inference algorithm is easily parallelizable. We partition the model across multiple servers in a distributed clientserver architecture. This does not change any of the model parameters but rather partitions them so that they can be loaded into memory on multiple servers. Each entity is assigned to a server according to a heuristic algorithm described below, and model parameters for the entity are stored on the assigned server.
Clients process documents to find mentions (if they have not been provided), their contexts, and the context feature vectors for each mention. This process does not require access to the model. Each client stores a lookup table that maps mention phrases to the servers containing entities for which the mention phrase probability is nonzero. To re-solve a mention, the lookup table is consulted to identify the servers that could resolve the mention. All mentions in a document (or a suitable batch of documents) can be sent in parallel to the selected servers. Thus, the time to resolve all mentions in a document is proportional to the maximum response time of an entity server, rather than to the sum of per-mention response times. Further, queries to the same entity server are batched together.
Once an entity server receives a query for a mention m (consisting of the phrase w m and context features b m ), it looks up the candidate entities for w m , retrieves model parameters, and returns the entities e 1 , . . . , e n with the n highest p(e|b m , w m ) (Equation 2). These lists are then merged across all the servers responsive to w m to yield the n top-scoring entities for m.
We assign entities to servers by creating a bipartite entity-name graph and applying a greedy graph clustering algorithm that penalizes large clusters as they have a negative impact on load-balancing, while at the same time ensuring that most names will only be in one or a few clusters. Each cluster is then assigned to a server. Phrases such as Washington that evoke many entities may be distributed across multiple servers. Plato can also be made more responsive and resilient to server failure by replicating entity models across multiple servers.
Related Work
Entity resolution is a key step in many language-processing tasks such as text classification (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007) , information extraction (Lin et al., 2012) and grounded semantic parsing (Kwiatkowski et al., 2011) . It can also help upstream tasks such as part-of-speech tagging, parsing, and coreference resolution as it provides a link to world knowledge such as entity types, aliases, and gender.
Early work (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006; Cucerzan, 2007; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007; Milne and Witten, 2008; Nguyen and Cao, 2008) on the entity resolution problem focused on linking named entities to the relevant Wikipedia pages (also known as Wikification). Most of these systems resolved mentions by defining a similarity score between mention contexts and Wikipedia page contents. Mihalcea and Csomai (2007) and used naïve Bayes models similar to our baseline. Dredze et al. (2010) and Ratinov et al. (2011) used a ranking support vector machine (SVM), trained to put the correct entity above the remaining ones. More recently He et al. (2013) used stacked autoencoders to learn a context score.
While Bunescu and Pasca (2006) and Mihalcea and Csomai (2007) used local models only, others (Cucerzan, 2007; Milne and Witten, 2008; Kulkarni et al., 2009; Ferragina and Scaiella, 2010; Han and Zhao, 2009; Ratinov et al., 2011; Hoffart et al., 2011; He et al., 2013; Alhelbawy and Gaizauskas, 2014; Pershina et al., 2015) used a coherency model in conjunction with a local model. One popular approach to coherency has been to use variants of the PageRank algorithm (Page et al., 1999) to re-score candidates (He et al., 2013; Alhelbawy and Gaizauskas, 2014; Pershina et al., 2015) . Pershina et al. (2015) achieve the highest accuracy to date on the CoNLL 2003 dataset using a version of Personalized PageRank. Chisholm and Hachey (2015) demonstrate the benefits of supplementing curated Wikipedia data with a large noisy Web corpus. Their model, relying on simple distance scores and an SVM ranker, achieves highly competitive results when trained on both Wikipedia and the Wikilinks corpus (Orr et al., 2013) . While all of the systems described thus far rely on supervised learning, Plato is semisupervised, and our experimental results (Section 9) confirm that incorporating unlabeled Web data can lead to significant performance gains.
Several recent entity resolution systems (Kataria et al., 2011; Han and Sun, 2012; Houlsby and Ciaramita, 2014) have been based on topic modeling. Han and Sun (2012) associate each document with a single topic; the topic generates entities, and the entities generate context words (non-referrent phrases). Houlsby and Ciaramita (2014) consider each entity to be a topic, and the words generated by the entity include both non-referent and referent phrases in the document, similarly to our context features. While topic modeling approaches are capable of exploiting both labeled and unlabeled data, inference, typically based on sampling, can be extremely slow when the number of entities is very 508 large. In contrast, our inference algorithm is simple to implement, parallelizable, scalable, and easily extended to the semi-supervised setting. Jin et al. (2014) argue that many textual features within Web documents are irrelevant to the entity resolution task. Their method iteratively selects the most discriminative features for each document by trying to minimize the distance to some entity in the KB, and it outperforms a naïve Bayes model that includes all features. In contrast, we incorporate assumptions about feature relevance into our probabilistic model, and do not require access to the KB during learning or inference.
Data
Knowledge Base We use Freebase 2 (Bollacker et al., 2008) as our KB. Freebase data is harvested from many sources, including Wikipedia, AMG, and IMDB. As of this writing, it contains more than 21 million topics and 70 million properties. For a large majority of topics that appear both in Freebase and Wikipedia (Freebase covers more than 95% of Wikipedia), Freebase maintains a link to the Wikipedia page of that topic. While it is feasible to train our models using all of Freebase, for the experiments in this paper we restrict ourselves to the set of entities that appear in both Freebase and Wikipedia, as this is the standard setup used for our evaluation corpora.
Labeled Data
We use all pages in Wikipedia that contain a corresponding topic in Freebase as labeled data. For a given Wikipedia page, we treat the target Wikipedia page of the link as the entity, and the anchor text as a mention of that entity (Milne and Witten, 2008; . We ignore disambiguation pages.
Unlabeled Data We collected a Web corpus of 50 million pages from a source similar to the Clueweb09 corpus (Hallan and Hoy, 2009 ) for use as unlabeled data.
Evaluation Data and Setup
We used three evaluation corpora: (a) CoNLL 2003 3 (Hoffart et al., 2011) , (b) TAC 2011 KBP (Ji et al., 2011) , and (c) TAC 2012 KBP (Mayfield et al., 2012) .
The CoNLL dataset contains 1,393 articles with about 34K mentions (Hachey et al., 2013 For each of the test corpora, we evaluate on the exact same set of mentions as previous work that we compare against in Tables 2 and 3 . However, our setup differs from existing systems in two important ways. First, we train on Wikipedia and unlabeled Web data only, and do not use TAC or CoNLL training or development datasets. Second, candidate generation for each mention is based on our estimated mention prior (see Section 8 for details) and thus may differ from previous approaches. Plato's candidate recall is shown on Table 1 ; this is an upper bound on the accuracy of our approach.
Experimental Setup
Mention Prior We initialized the mention phrase parameters {τ e } from links in Wikipedia by counting how many times a given phrase w is used to refer to entity e, and normalizing appropriately (Han and Sun, 2012) . We used the following sources to obtain (w, e) pairs for the above estimates: (a) w is the title of e's page after removing parenthesized disambiguation terms; (b) w is the title of a Wikipedia Table 1 : Candidate generation recall on the three evaluation datasets: the percentage of linkable gold mentions for which the correct entity was in the set of candidates generated by Plato. This is an upper bound on our in-KB accuracy.
redirect page linking to e's page; (c) w is a Freebase alias (property /common/topic/alias) for Freebase topic e; (d) w is the title of a disambiguation page that links to e as a possible disambiguation. For all the aliases obtained from the above sources, we used the Wikilinks corpus (Orr et al., 2013) as an additional source of counts. In addition to the above sources, we also used anchors of Wikipedia pages as aliases if they occurred more than 500 times. Unlabeled data was used to reestimate the parameters τ e using Equation 4; however, we did not introduce any new aliases.
Context Features To extract context features, all documents were processed as follows. The free text in each document was POS-tagged and dependencyparsed using a parser that is a reimplementation of the MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007 ) with a linear kernel SVM. When trained on Sections 02-21 of the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) portion of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) , our parser achieves an unlabeled attachment score (UAS) of 88.24 and a labeled attachment score (LAS) of 84.69 on WSJ Section 22. Named mentions (such as Barack Obama) and common noun phrases (such as the president) were identified using a simple rulebased tagger with rules over POS tag sequences and dependency parses. We then used a withindocument coreference resolver comparable to that of Haghighi and Klein (2009) to cluster all identified mentions. As context features in our model, we used the phrases of all mentions in each coreference cluster in the document. We did not differentiate between phrases corresponding to the same coreference cluster as the query string, and phrases in other clusters.
Adding other types of local features, such as words and phrases near the mentions in a cluster and dependency paths involving mentions in a cluster, did not lead to significant performance improvements in either our proposed model or naïve Bayes, and so we did not include them. We initialized the context parameters {ρ k } using only labeled data, and re-estimated them using unlabeled data, as detailed in Equation 5.
Inference To determine the set of candidate entities for each coreference cluster, we use the mention with the longest phrase in the cluster. This phrase is used to generate the candidates which are then scored using Equation 2. We copy the label of the highest-scoring entity to all mentions in the cluster. Note that clusters will often include proper names mentions, referential common noun phrases, and referential pronouns. Thus Plato detects and links both nominal and named mentions. However, following most existing work, we only evaluate the resolution of gold named entity mentions to either KB or NIL. While in the case of CoNLL all gold mentions can be resolved to the KB, in TAC NIL is a valid label.
NIL Detection and Clustering
As noted earlier, not all mentions correspond to an entity in the KB, even if they share a name or alias with a known entity. The problem is further complicated by the fact that it is hard to estimate the total number of entities in the world with a particular name. Plato decides whether to resolve a mention m (i.e., the cluster that m is a member off) to an entity in KB or to NIL based on context alone. Let
If a * m < α, we resolve i to NIL. We found that setting α = 1e −5 works well in practice. We use the above rule both during EM-based learning and at inference time.
The TAC KBP evaluation requires participants to perform cross-document clustering of NIL mentions, such that each unknown entity has a distinct NIL id. We employ a very simple clustering strategy, similar to Cucerzan (2012):
• Since our KB is much bigger than 2008
Wikipedia, Plato sometimes resolves mentions
Model
CoNLL 2003 test-b micro-accuracy Hoffart et al. (2013) 82. 5 Sil and Yates (2013) 84.2 Nguyen et al. (2014) 84.8 Houlsby and Ciaramita (2014) 84.9 He et al. (2013) 85.6 Chisholm and Hachey (2015) to entities that are in our KB but not in the TAC KB. We assign the same NIL label to all such mentions of the same entity.
• We assign a unique NIL identifier to each coreference cluster that is resolved to NIL by Plato.
Naïve Bayes Model
We estimated the parameters of the naïve Bayes model from labeled data only, using a symmetric Dirichlet prior to prevent zero probabilities. While the naïve Bayes model can also be extended to include unlabeled data using the EM algorithm (Nigam et al., 2000) , we did not pursue this beyond preliminary experiments, since the initial results were mediocre and re-estimation on unlabeled data is known to be very sensitive to initialization. Nguyen et al., 2014; Sil and Yates, 2013; Houlsby and Ciaramita, 2014; He et al., 2013; Chisholm and Hachey, 2015) . To the best of our knowledge, these are the top reported results for this dataset. We also note that the systems of Alhelbawy and Gaizauskas (2014) and Pershina et al. (2015) are highly competitive on CoNLL; however we do not include their results in Table 2 due to differences to the standard evaluation settings (while we evaluate on test-b as is standard practice they evaluate on the entire dataset). Table 3 shows the evaluation results on the two TAC KBP corpora; these evaluations also consider NIL entities. Our baseline for TAC 2012 is the system of Cucerzan (2012), which achieved the highest accuracy and B 3+ F 1 score in the 2012 competition. Our baseline for TAC 2011 is Cucerzan (2011), which achieved the highest overall accuracy and second-highest B 3+ F 1 score in the 2011 competition. Dalton and Dietz (2013) also report high accuracy on TAC KBP data; however, their results are computed on non-standard training/evaluation data splits, and hence not directly comparable.
Results
In both tables, we include the results of all of our experiments: (a) mention prior baseline, (b) supervised naïve Bayes (see Section 3 for details); (c) supervised selective context model; and (d) Plato, the semi-supervised selective context model.
The mention prior alone does surprisingly well on this task, but well below the previous best results, as might be expected. Supervised naïve Bayes performs better, but does not offer much improvement over the mention prior. The supervised selective context model performs much better than naïve Bayes, even though it is trained on exactly the same data. These results support our hypothesis that the performance of naïve Bayes suffers in the presence of irrelevant features. Finally, Plato outperforms the other models in accuracy by a substantial margin, suggesting that incorporating unlabeled data helps the model generalize through feature discovery.
In comparison with previous work, Plato is highly competitive with existing results on all three datasets. On TAC 2012 data, Plato achieves the highest in-KB accuracy, and the same overall accuracy as the previous best system (Cucerzan, 2012). On TAC 2011 data, Plato once again achieves the highest in-KB accuracy, and has similar overall accuracy as the best system of (Cucerzan, 2011) (86.5 compared to 86.8).
The highest reported accuracy on CoNLL (testb) is obtained by Chisholm and Hachey (2015) , who use both Wikipedia and Wiklinks to train their model. Their results support the case for incorporating large amounts of noisy training data into entity linking systems. Without coherency, their model performs slightly worse than Plato, suggesting that coherency is a good direction for improving Plato. Recently, Pershina et al. (2015) have reported accuracy 91.8 on the entire CoNLL dataset (train, testa, test-b) using a variant of Personalized PageRank. This is higher than Plato candidate recall (upper bound on our accuracy); as their publication is very recent, we have not had the chance to evaluate Plato on their candidates. Current Plato accuracy on the whole CoNLL dataset is 86.5.
Since many of the systems described here were trained on different datasets and features, it is hard to provide a deeper comparison of their properties. However, we reiterate that Plato's performance is out-of-the-box: it was not trained on CoNLL or TAC data, and we used the exact same model for all evaluations in Tables 2 and 3 Finally, we illustrate the favorable feature discovery properties of the semi-supervised approach with the following example:
George Harrison said that partnering with Roush Fenway Racing further demonstrates how Wii is bringing gaming to the masses.
Here the mention George Harrison refers to the former senior vice-president (SVP) of Nintendo, and not the Beatle George Harrison (Freebase id /m/03bnv).
The mention prior has a strong preference for the Beatles: p(Beatles|George Harrison) = 0.92 while p(SVP|George Harrison) = 0.02. In addition, none of the sentence context features occur in Wikipedia. Since the supervised model is trained only on Wikipedia, the mention prior component dominates, and the system incorrectly infers that George Harrison refers to the Beatle. However, once we retrain with unlabeled data, the model learns several new relevant features for the correct entity, including Rouse Fenway Racing and Wii, and gaming. As a result we now get 
Conclusions and Future work
We have presented Plato, a simple and scalable entity resolution system that leverages unlabeled data to produce state-of-the-art results.
The main gains in our approach come from combining a novel selective context model with a large corpus of unlabeled Web documents. We have demonstrated that a model in which most features are considered noisy is superior to a model in which all features depend on the entity. However, in some circumstances such a model may fail to exploit all useful features. An obvious direction for future work is extending the framework to cases where a small subset of features can be relevant, for example using binary per-feature indicator variables. A more subtle direction for context modeling could involve distinguishing between salient entities, for which most features (mentions in that cluster) in a document are likely to be informative, and non-salient entities with few informative features.
Plato does not include a cross-entity coherency model; while such models are intuitively appealing, they depend on cross-entity links that are often missing for rare entities, and may require computationally demanding joint inference in a probabilistic model. We capture discourse coherency only by adding referring phrases in the document to the context features of each mention cluster (as strings, not entities). Very recent results by Chisholm and Hachey (2015) and Pershina et al. (2015) suggest that simple coherence-based rescoring can significantly boost performance, and so this is another potential direction for improving Plato.
While semi-supervised training leads to major accuracy gains for our method, it also creates very large models. We are able to serve those models with a simple distributed architecture, but it would be worth exploring inference methods that could reduce model size while not compromising accuracy.
One possibility involves improving inference to select a small set of relevant features for each mention, rather than averaging over all features.
